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Cominado a.k.a.I like this particular post. I did not know that manusmriti was a Telugu book. That explains why only in Telugu we have it. And the list of pros and cons is very long. The question is, how can people react to this as
it does not concern them. It is their religion, their country, their culture, etc. so?Pablo. Posting a text is a good way of showing where an argument is leading, and it is difficult to do otherwise in a short space. For the idea that
the universe is god, it is not an article of faith that the laws of nature are also laws of god, and the laws of god tell us that we ought to behave as we do. A belief in an omniscient, omnipotent, benevolent entity is a belief that

there must be an omnipotent, benevolent entity, so that is a point of view. It cannot be excluded from what is being asserted as necessarily true. It is just that I have never been told that there is a god, nor that any god answers
questions I ask when I ask them. So what if it is a fact that what is said in this book is followed by people in India. How does this really concern you? As this is written in English, I am sure that you can pick up on the idea easily.
This is just a fact of the society that you live in. And if you can avoid criticism from people who live in countries where this does not exist, then there is nothing to worry about. What about the person that believes in something

of no observable consequence to human society? What if they believe that flying is cool? Why should they be punished for believing it? I am neither Hindu nor Indian. So I have no right to judge. The only reason why I am
posting this question is that I have been told by a friend who is an associate of the manusmriti translator that there was an attempt to include this particular book in a Hindi encyclopedia, but they were told that the commission
had to be convinced that the translation of this book into Hindi is a necessity. If this book was popular in Hindi and had been translated by a respected translator, then it would be acceptable. In that case, there could be a cause

for concern. I think that we all know that this book has been translated in English. So there is no cause for concern. It is just more text to read
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I am trying to write a dictionary to match two strings and get the matched strings as output. I want to get the output for strings like Mysm=Mysmriti Mysm=manusmriti Mysm=manusmriti Manus=Manusmriti Myssr=Manusmriti.
Is there any way out to match these kind of strings and get the matched strings as output. eg. Myssr should match with Manusmriti Mysm should match with Mysmriti and their corresponding matched string should be printed.

A: you can try something like this: #include #include #include #include #include #include #include #include #include #include #include using namespace std; int main(){ list wr; map> m; string str; list tmp; list strs; list,
list>> mst; list> mdd; set>& s=mst; map,set>> mm; stack, list>> bst; stack, list>> stk; pair, list> bck; pair, list> top; while(cin>>str){ wr.push_back(str); for(list& curr_s:stk){ for(int i=0;i, list> p=make_pair(curr_s, curr_s);

mst.emplace(p, s); bst.push(
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